
Scale and Orientation Invariance inHuman Face DetectionKin Choong Yow and Roberto CipollaDepartment of EngineeringUniversity of CambridgeCambridge CB2 1PZ, EnglandAbstractHuman face detection has always been an important problem for face,expression and gesture recognition. Though numerous attempts havebeen made to detect and localize faces, these approaches have madeassumptions that restrict their extension to more general cases. In thisresearch, we propose a feature-based face detection algorithm that canbe easily extended to detect faces under di�erent scale and orientation.Feature points are detected from the image using spatial �lters andgrouped into face candidates using geometric and gray level constraints.A probabilistic framework is then used to evaluate the likelihood of thecandidate as a face. We provide results to support the validity of theapproach, and show that the algorithm can indeed cope e�ciently withfaces at di�erent scale and orientation.1 IntroductionHuman face recognition is a �eld that has important applications in our dailyactivities, such as for security veri�cation, criminal identi�cation, and human-computer interactions. However, a pre-requisite for automatic face recognition isto detect and localize faces in a scene. This task is certainly not trivial when thebackground is complex, the illumination is varied, and the pose of the face not�xed. Though many approaches have been attempted towards face detection andlocalization, the assumptions and the constraints made in these approaches aretoo restrictive, making the algorithm incapable of extension to more general cases.2 Related WorkThere are a variety of approaches to face detection. The model-based approachassumes a di�erent face model at di�erent coarse-to-�ne scales. For e�ciency, theimage is searched at the coarsest scale �rst. Once a match is found, the image issearched at the next �ner scale until the �nest scale is reached. Some of the workusing this approach were reported by Yang and Huang [13], and Lanitis et.al. [4].In general, only one model is assumed in each scale (usually in the fronto-parallelview) and thus it is di�cult to extend this approach to multiple views.
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British Machine Vision ConferenceThe feature-based approach searches the image for a set of facial features andgroups them into face candidates based on their geometrical relationship. Leunget.al. [5], Sumi and Ohta [11], and Yow and Cipolla [15] reported work using thisapproach. Though this approach can be easily extended to multiple views, it isunable to work well under di�erent imaging conditions because the image structureof the facial features vary too much to be robustly detected by the feature detectors.The approach based on neural networks detects faces by subsampling di�erentregions of the image to a standard-sized image and then passing it through aneural network �lter. Recent work was reported by Sung and Poggio [12], andRowley et.al. [8]. The algorithm performed very well for fronto-parallel faces butis di�cult to be extended to di�erent views of the face.Lastly, the colour-based approach labels each pixel according to its similarityto skin colour, and subsequently labels each subregion as a face if it contains alarge blob of skin colour pixels (Chen et.al. [1], Dai and Nakano [2]). It can copewith di�erent viewpoint of faces but it is sensitive to skin colour and the faceshape.3 About Image EvidenceSo what can we learn from the attempts of these various researchers ? We �ndthat Lanitis et.al. 's approach is able to localize the human face very well. Itperforms well because they make use of gray-level information in addition to edgeinformation. Sung and Poggio's neural network approach works very well alsobecause almost every pixel in the 19x19 subimage is used to evaluate the output,and many of these pixels encode spatial and gray-level information. This empha-sized the importance of using di�erent types of image evidence to support the facedetection process.On the other hand, we can see why Leung et.al. 's, Sumi and Ohta's methoddid not perform as well. The system is dependent on too few image features, whichcannot be extracted robustly due to image noise or noise in the feature detector.Leung et.al. use the response from a set of steerable-scalable �lters to �nd facialfeatures, and Sumi and Ohta use template matching to identify eyes. In boththese cases the only evidence for a feature to be present is the response of the�lter or the correlation output. As a result, there is a lack of evidence to supportthe hypothesis of a face and therefore the performance of the algorithm is a�ected.Apart from the usual image evidence of edges, gray level, etc., a form of evi-dence that is less well-exploited is that of contextual evidence, i.e. the knowledgethat certain features occur in the vicinity of other features. For example, we knowthat eyes occur in pairs. So, when we �nd an eye in the image, the existence ofthis eye is evidence for the existence of the other eye.In this paper, we present a framework that makes use of the speci�ed structurebetween various components of a face to propagate and update evidence in eachof the components. Evidence for the hypothesis of a face thus comes from twosources, from detected image features and from model knowledge, resulting in ahigh detection con�dence in the true instance of a face.



British Machine Vision Conference4 A Feature-Based Face Detection SystemIn this section, we will describe a feature-based face detection algorithm that worksin a bottom-up fashion from low-level image features to high-level model features.The algorithm extracts feature points using spatial �ltering techniques, appliesperceptual grouping principles to group feature points into face candidates, andmakes use of a probabilistic framework for the selection of candidates. Invarianceto scale and orientation is achieved to some extent and will be described in thenext section.4.1 The Face ModelThe face is modelled as a plane with 6 oriented facial features. Due to occlusion,or missing features (eyebrows, in general), there is a need to decompose the facemodel into components consisting of 4 features, which are common occurrences offaces under di�erent viewpoints, and of di�erent identity. These groups are calledPartial Face Groups or PFGs (Yow and Cipolla [15]). These PFGs are furthersubdivided into components consisting of 2 features (horizontal and vertical pairs -Hpair and Vpair) for the purpose of perceptual grouping and evidence propagation.The di�erent component groups are shown in �g. 1.
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BottomPFGFace TopPFG RightPFGFigure 1: The face model and the component face groups.It is observed that at low resolutions, all the 6 images features will appear onlyas dark elongated blobs against the light background of the face. Since edges areillumination invariant to a large extent, we model the 6 facial features as pairs oforiented edges shown in �g. 2. The image should be smoothed before the featuredetection process so that any high-resolution features will take the form of thelower resolution ones. The vertical edges in the eye and nose model may or maynot be present after smoothing but they should not be an important criteria inthe detection of the feature.
eyebrow eye mouthnoseFigure 2: The facial feature models.



British Machine Vision Conference4.2 Perceptual GroupingWith such a low resolution model, there will be lots of false positive feature can-didates. We therefore propose a perceptual grouping framework to group thesefeature candidates into faces using geometrical, gray-level and spatial information.Feature candidates that cannot be grouped will be discarded.The grouping process is modelled as a two stage model of perception. The �rststage, known as pre-attentive perception, extracts image information into pointsand regions of interest, which directs the attention of the processing e�orts ofthe next stage. The second stage of perception, the attentive stage, will performgrouping, comparison, evaluation, and reasoning activities based on the detectionand identi�cation of meaningful object groups in the image.4.2.1 Preattentive Feature SelectionThe preattentive feature selection stage is performed in two steps. First, a list ofinterest points is found from the image. This can be achieved by �ltering the imageusing a preattentive �lter (a matched bandpass �lter used in Yow and Cipolla [15])and then searching for local maxima. Next, the edges around each interest pointare examined. Similar edges are linked using a boundary following algorithm. Ifwe �nd the existence of two roughly parallel edge segments with opposite polarityon both sides of the interest point, then this point is agged as a feature point.The extent of the feature region is then de�ned by �nding a boundary box aroundthe two edges. Fig. 3 illustrates this process.
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Detected feature
and feature regionFigure 3: Preattentive feature selection process.Measurements of the region's image characteristics (such as edge length, edgestrength, gray-level variance, etc.) are then made and stored into a feature vectorx. From the training data of the facial features, e.g.\eyebrow", a mean vector�brow and covariance matrix �brow are also obtained which de�ne the class ofvalid \eyebrow" feature vectors in a n-dimensional space, where n is the numberof components de�ning the feature vector x.A facial feature candidate i is a valid facial feature j if the Mahalanobis distanceMij of the feature vector xi is within an admission threshold �j from the classmean �j, i.e. Mij < �j , whereMij = (xi � �j)T�j�1(xi � �j)This is repeated for all the 4 classes of facial features, namely, eyebrow, eye,nose, and mouth. If the facial feature does not belong to any of the 4 classes, it isdiscarded from the list.



British Machine Vision Conference4.2.2 Attentive Feature GroupingAfter obtaining a set of feature points and the associated feature regions, thesefeature regions are then actively grouped using our model knowledge of the face.Single features are grouped into vertical and horizontal pairs, pairs are groupedinto face groups, and face groups are grouped into face candidates (�g. 4).For each level k of grouping, a set of nk measurements is made of the componentfeatures and stored into a nk-dimensional vector. This vector is then projected intoits nk-dimensional class space, which was determined frommeasurements obtainedfrom faces in training data. The Mahalanobis distance Mij of this feature vectoris then evaluated and used to determine its membership in the class.
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face candidatefeature region feature pair partial face groupFigure 4: Attentive feature grouping process.This grouping process is e�ective in removing false positives because a lotof geometric and gray-level measurements are used to determine its validity, inparticular the edge and spatial information about the new region formed that isnot part of the components themselves (see �g. 4).The measurements we choose include :1. the ratio of feature lengths (obtained from edge linking) to image size.2. the ratio of feature lengths to other feature lengths.3. the aspect ratio of a feature region.4. the ratio of inter-feature distances.5. the di�erence in orientation between features.6. the number of directional edgels in a region (normalized to region size).7. the ratio of edge strengths in a region to edge strengths of facial features.8. the mean gray level of a region (normalized to intensity distribution).9. the variance in the gray-level distribution of a region.One important advantage of this process is that though the spatial region tobe analyzed gets larger at higher levels, there are fewer of these regions to process.Therefore, the processing time is kept small throughout the whole algorithm.



British Machine Vision Conference4.3 Evidence PropagationThe perceptual grouping framework enables us to reject grossly incorrect groupingsof face candidates. However, there are still a number of false positives which cannotbe discarded this way. As such, we examine the use of belief networks for this task.Bayesian networks, which are also known as belief networks, are directed acyclicgraphs, with nodes representing random variables and arcs signifying conditionaldependencies speci�ed in terms of conditional probabilities (Sarkar and Boyer [10]).Each node has a conditional probability table (CPT) associated with it, describ-ing the conditional probability of each value of the variable, given each possiblecombination of the values of the parent nodes.In Yow and Cipolla [14], the use of belief networks was proposed for de�ningthe probability for each face candidate. The belief network used is shown in �g.5(a). A uniform prior is assumed, and the CPT entries estimated directly usingthe statistics of the set of examples (Russell et.al. [9]).
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Leftbrow Rightbrow Lefteye Righteye(b)Figure 5: (a) Main belief network. (b) Example of component belief network.To obtain higher con�dence in true instances of the child nodes, we buildcomponent belief networks for each of the 4 child nodes. An example is shownin �g. 5(b). When evidence for a component network node becomes available, acorresponding virtual node is created and instantiated, propagating the evidencethrough the network and updating the probability of all the other nodes. Theseprobabilities are in turn used as evidence in the main belief network. A propagationalgorithm for trees given by Pearl [6] is used to update the probabilities.The evidence for each facial feature or face group i is related to its Mahalanobisdistance,Mij, and the admission threshold for the jth feature class, �j , by :Pi = (1� Mij�j ), whereMij < �jEach facial feature that is detected is assigned 4 probability values, Pbrow,Peye, Pnose and Pmouth, using the above equation. When a higher level groupis formed, only the probability of the corresponding feature is propagated. Forexample, if a vertical brow-eye pair (Vpair1) is formed, only Pbrow of the upperfacial feature and Peye of the lower feature is propagated. Likewise, only thesevalues are updated in the propagation process. As a result, only true positivefaces are updated to a high con�dence level.



British Machine Vision Conference5 Scale and Orientation InvarianceIn this section, we will look at the e�ects of varying scale and orientation on thedetection of faces. We �rst vary the scale of the preattentive �lter from � = 3.0to � = 1.0 while keeping the scale of the edge detection �lter �xed at � = 3.0.The results in �g. 6 show that although 3 di�erent values of � are used, the facedetected for all the 3 cases is the same. We also observe that at a scale (� = 1.0)smaller than the one required for matched �ltering, the correct facial features arestill detected, though there is a much larger number of false detected features.
(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 6: Varying the scale of the preattentive �lter. (a) � = 3.0 (81 points). (b)� = 2.0 (177 points). (c) � = 1.0 (332 points). (d) Face detected (same for all 3cases of �).We subsequently vary the size of the image while keeping the scale of thepreattentive �lter constant at � = 1.0. Fig. 7 shows the result for the imagebeing reduced to 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% of the original size. We fail to detectthe facial features when the face is too small because the image structure of thesefacial features are corrupted by quantization noise. However, we are successful indetecting the facial features of large faces. This is because the size of the facialfeatures are actually determined by the edge detection and edge linking process.

(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 7: Varying the size of the face in the image. (a) percentage size = 80%.(b) percentage size = 60%. (c) percentage size = 40%. (d) percentage size = 20%.



British Machine Vision ConferenceWe do a further test by varying the aspect ratio of the preattentive �lter.Fig. 8 shows the result of varying the aspect ratio from 3:1 to 1:1. We observethat the facial features are still detected even though the aspect ratio is 1:1. Thesigni�cance of this is that we can steer a 1:1 second derivative Gaussian exactly byusing only 3 basis �lters (Freeman and Adelson [3]), instead of 16 basis �lters for a1% error approximation for 3:1 �lter (Perona [7]) - a huge saving in computation.
(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 8: Varying the aspect ratio of the preattentive �lter. (a) aspect ratio =3:1 (81 points). (b) aspect ratio = 2:1 (110 points). (c) aspect ratio = 1:1 (201points). (d) Face detected (same for all 3 values of aspect ratio).The edge detection �lter is a standard Canny edge detector. Choosing a small� will result in very noisy edges that are di�cult to link. A large �, however, maycause 2 edges to be smoothed into one. For an application of, say, detecting theface of a person sitting in front of a computer, a � = 1.0 was found to be su�cient.
(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 9: Varying the orientation with aspect ratio = 1.1. (a) orientation = �30�(205 points). (b) orientation = 0� (283 points). (c) orientation = 30� (223 points).(d) Face detected (same for all 3 values of orientation).We now keep the preattentive �lter at the 1:1 aspect ratio and rotate the �lterin 30� increments. The results are shown in �g. 9. We observe that the facialfeatures are detected in all the di�erent orientations of the �lter. The signi�canceof this is that we can make do without steerable �lters completely, and just use asingle orientation of the preattentive �lter to obtain the interest points.



British Machine Vision Conference6 ResultsWe implement the above face detection algorithm using only one single scale andorientation of the preattentive �lter. The scale of the �lter is chosen to be thesame as the edge detection �lter (� = 1:0) so that we only need to smooth theimage once. A set of 40 images is used as a training set to obtain the necessaryparameters. The algorithm takes about 10 seconds to run on 256x256 images ona SUNSparc20 workstation. The intermediate results are shown in �g. 10.(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 10: (a) Interest points (466 points). (b) Feature regions (180 points). (c)Face groups (28 top, 10 bottom, 5 left, 1 right). (d) Face candidates (2 faces).The probability associated with the upper and lower face candidates are 0.6124and 0.9578 respectively.We achieve a successful face detection rate of 89% on a database of 90 images.Some of the test results are shown in �g. 11. We can see from the results thatthe algorithm is able to cope well with variations in scale as well as orientation.Presence of glasses, occlusion and absence of facial features are also tolerated tosome extent.
Figure 11: Result of face detection on various face images at di�erent scale andorientation.
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